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Abstract 

A computer program is presented that trandattes logic equa- 
tions into prombumtr filea (or the revcrae) for programmable 
logic dtvicu, of variou, kinds, namely PROM8 FPLAI, FPLS8 
and PALS. The program achitvea flexibility through the use of 
a database containing detailed information about the devices 
to be programmed. New devices can thus be accommodated 
through simple extensions of the database. When writing logic 
equations, the user can define logic combinations of signals as 
new logic variables for use in subsequent equations. This pro- 
cedure yields compact and transparent expressions for logic 
operations, thus reducing the chances for error. A logic simu- 
lation program is also provided so that an independent check 
of the design can be performed at the software level. 

. e- 1. Introduction 

Programmable logic device (PLDs) in the form of PROMS 
FPLAS, FPLSs and PALS are very useful and rich building blocks 
for electronic logical systems. The range and performance 
of available devices is increasing every year and so is the 

-complexity of the problems that can be solved with program- 
mable logic. 

A powerful method of describing a logic system is by means 
of logic equations using true/false signals and the logical oper- 
ations of ‘and’ and ‘or’. Thus a software package which trans- 
lates logic equations directly into a list of fuses to be burned is 
an immensely useful tool in the development of logic systems 
up to the complexity of a modem micro- or minicomputer. 

Manufacturers of programmable logic offer software pack- 
ages which perform this translation, e.g., the PALASM pro- 
gram from Monolithic Memories for PALS’ or a similar program 
available from Signetics for FPLAr. Since the various devices 
on the market have different areas of strength, the designer 
may decide in the course of development to transfer certain 
logic functions from one device type to another. It is therefore 
advantageous to have a program that addremea all PLDe in 
an identical manner. With the rapidly expanding lint of pro- 
grammable logic, it is imperative to have a program structure 
that can easily accommodate new device. 

It is desirable to have the capability of translating the fuse 
pattern back into logic equations in order to keep track of the 
contents of programmed devices. This operation is also very 
helpful for the understanding of undocumented devices. 

Finally, as an independent check of the functionality of 
the design, it is useful to be able at the software level to step 

- - through logic sequences using test vectom. 

l Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
D&ACO3-76SFOO515. 

2. Description of the Rogram 

2.1 SOFTWARE STRUCTURE 

The program described htrt (namtd ‘PROMid at SLAC) 
consists of an interactive section for input of information at 
execution time and the processing section, which is written in 
FORTRAN. Thii latter eection urea a very bvic instruction 
set for maximum compatibility with different computers. The 
FORTRAN program compila without changes on an IBM or a 
Digital computer. 

The interactive section is written in REX executive Ian- 
guage for the IBM machine and in Digital’s interactive FOR- 
TRAN for the VAX computer. 

2.2 FILE TYPES 

The program performs translations between several equiv- 
alent descriptions of the device at various hierarchical levels 
of language. The highest level is that of logic equations. An 
intermediate level, which is often useful for checking purposes 
or which may be used as a sount file, is a representation in 
the form of a fuse table. The description needed for burning 
the device is a binary list of fw to be blown. The types 
of descriptions and the transformations between them may be 
schematically represented as follows: 

(Logic) ++ (Fuse) w (Hex) ++ (Intel) u (Prom Burner) 

For convenience, a transformation within the binary (Hex 
or Intel) files is included in the package. Thb consists of the 
breakup of a string of specified length (e.g., a 4Ebit wide 
instruction word) into bytes (8 bits) or halfbytes (4 bits) for 
purposes of partitioning the instruction into aevtral PROMS. 

Jn order to minimise the amount of information that has to 
be provided at the time of execution of the program, 
each design file contains directions in a header specifying what 
operations art to be performed. The header block contains 
the device name, the source and destination file types, and 
(for binary files) whether a rtringaf bits is to be partitioned 
into bytes or halfbytes. The header also contains one line of 
descriptive text, which will be repeated in the destination file 
and in the listing for purposed of identification. The device 
name serveB aa a key to all the nece~ary information about 
the device, which is contained in a master data file read by the 
program. This database is the tool for expanding the program 
to new dtvicea. As long as the new device performs basically 
the same functions tt the ones already included, a new entry 
in the table suffices. However, when a device has new fta- 
tures, the program itself must be extended to accommodate. __ _-. 3 
the new functions. 
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2.3 LOGIC EQUATIONS 

Logic quationr are written ln standard form combining 
signal names or their complement by logical ‘AND’ and ‘OR’ 
operations. The quations are written in terms of tmt or false 
for the signals regardless of the type of logic ostd (poeitivt 
or negative logic). IMse ir indicated by a ‘/’ preceding the 
signal name. The type of logic la defined for each rignal inde- 
pendently in the list assigning a name to each device pin. A 
signal which b negative true car&n a leading I/‘. In thii way 
positive or negative true signals may be mixtd, or the dtfini- 
tions changed during the design phase, without any effect on 
the form of the logic equations, thus minimising the possibil- 
ity for error. Examples for production files of logic quations 
including substitutions (2.4) and the multlng fuse table (2.5) 
are shown in Table 1. 

When writing logic equations for FPLAs or FPLSs, the pro. 
gram automatically takes care of the merging of expremionr 
with identical input conditions into one term driving multiple 
outputs. This reduction process, which maximises the amount 
of logic that can be packed into a device, can be quite difficult 
if done without the help of a computer. Another special fta- 
ture of the program has to do with the possibility of editing 
PLDs by burning out an entire fuse lint and replacing it with a 
new one. A special code (‘VCC=‘) has been defined for logic 
equ$ions, generating an inactive fuse line, thus enabling the 
usei to represent the PLD through all iterations of editing. 

2.4 SIJFJSTITUTIONS 

In order to simplify the writing of complicated expres- 
sion3, certain logical combinations of signals may be defined 
and given a new name for use in subsequent equations. A par- 
ticular form of such a building block helpful in all kinds of 
counting and sequencing applications is a function defining a 
group of signals as a binary number. This group of bits may 
subsequently be called by the function name specifying a value 
(decimal or hex), thus eliminating the need to assign true or 
false to the individual signals. It is also possible to generate 
“don’t care* bits using the function definition. This is accom- 
plished by specifying as argument of the function the ‘OR’ of 
all values resulting from the given bits being unspecified. 

When programming PROMS using logic equations, the bi- 
nary function definition described above can be particularly 
useful. Signal names not appearing in a logic equation for a 
PROM (=don’t care” bits) cause all addresees allowed by the un- 
defined bits to be generated and identical output terms burned 
at these addresses. 

2.5 FUSE TABLES 

I+rse tables have been retained aa an integral part of the 
programming package because they are still widely used as a 
means of defining programmable devices, and are also quite 
useful for checking a des$n because they are made to retem- 
blt the electronic structure of the device. The program listing 
produces a fuse table annotated with comments derived from 
the logic equations. When a PROM is used aa a logic device, 

a fuoe table resembling an FPLA ir printed. Hem a mdon’t care’ 
bit means that both addresses (with the bit ln question reading 
0 or 1) are programmed to give identical output data. 

2.6 BINARY FILES 

Two different typea of binary film art supported by the pro- 
gam. One type is the Intel format carrying add- informa- 
tion and checksum for transmission to the PROM burner. The 
other type ls a straight hex format which ln some 
applications may serve as a source file. 

2.7 REVERSE TRANSLATIONS 

Normally a device b defined in a high language (e.g., logic 
equations) and the program provides the conversion into a 
binary file for burning. Occasionally the reverse translation 
is useful in order to determine the contents of a programmed 
device. For older designs generated in fuse form, it may be 
advantageous to generate a new definition in logic form in 
order to make the function of the device more transparent. 
The logic equations generated by the program refer to pin num- 
bers which then should be replaced by signal names (using a 
text editor) to make the equations easily readable. 

2.8 DOCUMENTATION 

Each of the file typea described above dtfinea a device 
completely, shown by the fact that conversion can proceed 
from logic to binary and back to logic fomm It is thus a 
matter of convenience which file type is kept for documtnta- 
tion. Since logic quationr are most easily understood and 
can be richly annotated, they constitute the preferred form for 
keeping records. 

3. Cuntrolliig the Prom Burner 

The programming package also performs all the routine 
control functions for the prom burner. This involves a three- 
way communication between terminal, host computer and prom 
burner, which is handled by a microprocessor (Intel 8085) 
located in a self-contained box near the prom burner. Data 
received at any of the three serial ports of the interface art 
,modified if necessary and routed tb the currently atlecttd me- 
ctiving device. The program stored in the microprocessor ret- 
ognizes flags in the incoming data stream and sets up one of 
the three possible twwway communications, i.e., 

(Terminal) ++ (Host) 
(Host) w (Prom Burner) 

(Terminal) ++ (Prom Burner) 

Filtering the data through the microprocessor b a convenient 
way to match the host computer to the prom burner. A further 
advantage of this approach is that it provider a rtandardieed 
procedure when more than one host computer and prom burner 
are utihsed. (At SLAC M IBM 3081 or a VAX may serve ae 
a hoot while different models of DATA I/O prom burners are 
used in the various laboratories). By modifying the resident 
program in the microprocessor, other host computers or prom 
bumtra can be accommodated. 
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!hblt 1. Sunplc Input and Output Filer 

;.....-.-.“.....“‘--‘---‘-““‘-----’-.-~-.-..-.-. 

; So&da for TbSlBB PSON 

; LINFWTE ir tka ripal IU. at pin 1, hi61 tr80. 

; lAt0EAD ir tbr ri~ml au. at pia 1. la trao. 
.__.____.__.._-.....~.....~......-.-.-...----~----.. 

TbSlB8 LOGIC TO IITEL 
TEST tO1 CODIIIC 01 S1 X6 PMN 

ImITE /lANlF.AD DATAOUT &BABLBT 06 D6 07 C6D 

00 A0 Al A1 A3 Ab thl VCC ; Cad pia limt. 
;.....-........-..-'-"'-----------"---..-...-.- 

; Logic oqn~tioaa input to procru. 

;“....-“‘.-.......‘--------------””-........- 

ADDl(Ab.A3.A2.Al.A0) ; Addrama fmctioa 

DATAIU = AO'Al ; Sobrtitotlom 

lANMlIfE= ADDl(AE+BB) ; AH = deciaal 10 

lANlUD= ADDlWO) ; A0 la .don't carom 

DAIAOUf= DATAII*A3+/Al 

EllARET= U)Dl~l~*IDDl~CB+DE~*~Dl~lg~*IDDl~1lE~ 
;--...-..-...-.."..~.r---......----""'.-....-.. 

. *- 
; pane tabh ootpot gurrntod by pro&mm. 

;-.-.-..-...-.---.-.-------'------------......... 

E6EELEI.E 

; ADDlS ( DATA 1 

; 13110 76603110 

i0 LELE- . . . . . ..A lANVlITE= ADDl(AE*BE) 

01 LELL- . . . . ..A. lAKlEAD= ADDl(00) 

01 -8-D . . . ..A.. DATAOUT= DAfAIl*AS+ 

03 -L-. . . . . .A.. /Al 

00 LLLLB . . ..A... EIoASBLEl= ADDO( 

06 LEIU- . . ..A... ADDl(CS+DH)* 

06 LHI(BL . . ..A... ADDI( 
0-I HLLLB . . ..A... ADDl(llE) 
;.-..--.......'---.-------"---'--------.~......... 

; Roador for Sipoticr FPLA 6ZSlOO 

; Satup to goaerato the l ma fmctiom l s above. 

;....““‘-“--‘.--.--------“----“” . . . ..-.-... 

FPLAlOO LOGIC TO IITU. 

TEST FOl CODIIC OF SICIIETICS FPLA 639100 

I A0 Al A1 A3 10 I I IlANWlITE hANlEAD DATAOUT CSD 

/tlASLET I I I I I XI X11.3 I VCC 

;.--.-.....-..--.-.'----"-"""'----'--...-.-.-.-. 

; Logic oqnatiom follow u b&or*. Tko program 

; pmrater faao tablo ud binary fib for SBSlDD. 
;.""""'-'---"-."-----'-""'--'-".-.-.-.-.... 

;‘.“““““‘.“‘.~---““““““‘-“-~.~~~.~~~ 

; Euder for Sipoticr SPiO6 FPLB 
;-"""""""".'-'---'-"""""" ..---.m... 

FPLSlO6 LOGIC TO IJTEL 

TEST FOl SBSlO6 FPLS 
CLOCK ; Signal ,". at pin 1 

17 IO QN1 QNl IK1 IN1 WC STAlT IT IS F6 Fb GBD 
t3 F2 I1 10 PlESBT USP BS?II tw 110 LAST CAN6 CW I VCC 
CON PO Pl P3 P3 Pb P6 JO 11 11 13 Ib 16 ; Iatorul rigmlr 

~E(16.1b,13.Y~.11.10) ; Fuctioa dofimitioa 

~P(F6.Fb,F3.F~.Fl.F0) ; Fmctiom definition 

PP(P6,Pb.P3,P2,Pl,PO) ; Fmctioa dbfiaitioa 

ILLL=/W*/Il1*/LAST ; Lnbrtltotioa 

WE(O)=FF(O)= ?6=/F7= PP(63)*STAlT ; Fir& l qnatioa 

FL= 101 16=/P6 

IE(Zb)-FF(Sb)= FO= P6* BSFII' LAST'CON 
IE(1b)=FF(24)= PI= P6*/111* LAST*CON 

HE(SO)=FF(SO)= FO=/F7=PP(60)* SSFII*/NPC 

CON= P6* P4* P3 

FU?ETIOI TABLE 
BSFIU MS 111 LAST NPC STAlT 16 Ib I3 I1 10 F7 II F6 10 

.__...........~~~.~.....~...~...~..~~~...~..~.~..~.~.~~ 

;--- -- BLLLLLLBLL 

;E-- L- -ELLLELBLB 
;--..-.-.-....--'..--------------------'-. ----..._--- 

; Fua tablo output gonarntod by progru. 

; (Tba l sotntioar to th fnam table are trrwated) 

..___.___._._..__~~.~.~.~....~~...~..~~.....~.~.~.~.~ 

OE=B,Pl=L (SXlOU6) L 
; C 111111 (IsPUTS) PlEV. SEAT (OUTFUT) 
; 0 6432106676643110 bb3210 643310 TO643110 

00 - --------------a HIPIBBB LLLLLL IgLLLLLL IS(O)= PPM 

01 - --...-.-..._.-.. ,,--- &..- mm.--.. F&Pb /p6 
01 . -&.~..-.----. 8..--- lllIlLLL -REELLL IE(14)= P69 

03 . . ..L+.---.- S----- LmLLL -mLrnLLL P6* 

00 - -~.--------.L- m  w, LREEEEL fE(SO)= F’P(O 

06 A . ..-.-.-.-.-.--. m-e m-m.-- -....... co,,= P6.P 

SINDLATIOII 

TEST FOl 626106 PPLS 

TESTVlXTOl 11p1E6 0 

EllOl IY VECTOI 1 EXPFXT = B TABLE - L PI1 = F6 
EllOl II VBCTOI 1 UF'ECT - L TABLE = E PI1 = 10 
BllOl 11 VECTOL 1 UPECT = L TARE = B PI1 . SO 
TFSTVECTOl STElM 1 

.- 
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. 

Control of the prom burner pro& through the inter- 
active part of the program. The biny, file created in the 
fimt pass ad an output file now oerved aa the input file to be 
loaded into the prom burner. The information contained in the 
file header greatly simplibea the operation of burning, becawe 
all the necessary information about pin-out, chip tire etc., b 
automatically picked up from the databaee. The interactive 
program aIIowr these default v&u to be modified by the 
operator aa needed in special applications. 

4. Lid of Dcvicw 

The following is a list of devices Y currently handled by 
the program. The device name ‘FILE’ in ueed for downloading 
a file containing multiple PLD8 for 8equentiaI burning of -veraI 
devices. 

File 2708 256X4 256X4ECL 512X8 2532 2716 2732 2564 
18822 28L22 638441 828137 18SO30 74S28863OQ 
2764 27818 74188TI 7602 5330 74S188NA 10139 
82S10082S105 82S147828153828157828159 

PALlOH PAL12H6 PAL14H4 PAL16H2 PALlOL8 
PAL12L6 PALlZLlO PALIlL PAL16L2 PAL16A4 
PALlGX4 PAL16R4 PAL16R6 PAL16R8 PAL16L8 
PALlGCl PAL18L4 PAL2OCl PAL2OLlO PAL2OX4 
PAL2OX8 PAL2OXlO 
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